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Across

8 Chinese insect delicacy gives accountant acid reflux 
inside (6)

9 French region has vacuous debate about Gordon Riots 
(8)

10 Secondhand guns need to be regularly cleared out (4)

11 Second gun casing filled with bullets for game (10)

12 Returning American soldiers make certain (4)

13 Group of masseurs which can hold things together 
(6,4)

17 Movie company changes hands (4)

18 Instruments off-key when back to front (5)

19 Knowing millions abandon protest (4)

21 First rap era psychiatrist keeps back what could be 
useful after a breakdown (5,5)

23 A bit quicker by the side of the road (4)

24 Try new tofu recipe and get this! (6-4)

28 I replace young animal's head and foot (4)

29 Glad beer is fizzy where the Danube flows (8)

30 At last gets somewhere to finish drink (4,2)

Down

1 Mo shows resentment in note (8)

2 Organise ready-made resistance for one not paying 
attention (10)

3 Quartet of singing North Africans lacking a bit of 
energy for a dance (10)

4 Woman's apparel essentially like poetry (4)

5 Dress-up game (4)

6 Master in favour of leading hare home (4)

7 Borrowed article under the middle of moonlit circle 
(2,4)

14 Stood on the right for drill (5)

15 Comfortable circumstances a point troubling setter, 
say (4,6)

16 Baldrick's b--- awful pie filling (10)

20 Metal friend burying body of dog seen in film (8)

22 Native American's beard covered in water (6)

25 Sang about horses (4)

26 Repay haphazardly, there being no pressure for a time 
(4)

27 Public workspace (4)


